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Abstract
In recent years, parsing has become very popular within the scope of NLP (Natural Language
Processing) with the presence of Dependency Parser. However, almost all existing Dependency
Parser do classifications based on millions of sparse indicator features. This feature is not
only bad in drawing conclusions, but also significantly limits the speed of parsing so that
the resulting parsing is not optimal. To overcome these problems, changing the use of sparse
features becomes dense features to reduce sparsity between words. The Artificial Neural
Network classification method is used to produce fast and concise parsing in the Transition-
Based Dependency Parser by using 2 hyperparameters. The dataset used in this study is Arabic,
Chinese, English, and Indonesian. Based on the evaluation that has been done, it shows a
higher result using the second hyperparameter. In testing with English test data, the accuracy
value of LAS (Labeled Attachment Score) is 80.4% and UAS (Unlabelled Attachment Score)
is 83%, Then with dev data obtained an accuracy value of LAS 81.1% and UAS 83.7%, and
parsing speed of 98 sentences per second (sent/s).
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Abstrak
Beberapa tahun terakhir, parsing menjadi sangat populer dalam ruang lingkup NLP (Natural
Language Processing) dengan adanya Dependency Parser. Namun, hampir semua Dependency
Parser yang ada melakukan klasifikasi berdasarkan jutaan fitur indikator jarang (sparse).
Fitur ini tidak hanya buruk dalam mengambil kesimpulan, tetapi juga membatasi kecepatan
parsing secara signifikan sehingga parsing yang dihasilkan tidak maksimal. Untuk mengatasi
permasalahan tersebut, dilakukan pergantian penggunaan fitur jarang (sparse) menjadi fitur
padat (dense). Dengan penggunaan fitur padat dapat secara efektif mengurangi sparsity antar
kata. Metode klasifikasi Jaringan Saraf Tiruan digunakan untuk menghasilkan parsing yang
cepat dan ringkas dalam Transition-Based Dependency Parser dengan menggunakan 2 hy-
perparameter. Dataset yang digunakan pada penelitian ini yaitu Bahasa Arab, China, Inggris,
dan Indonesia. Berdasarkan evaluasi yang telah dilakukan, menunjukkan hasil yang lebih
tinggi dengan menggunakan hyperparameter kedua. Pada pengujian dengan data test Bahasa
Inggris diperoleh nilai akurasi LAS (Labelled Attachment Score) 80.4% dan UAS (Unlabelled
Attachment Score) 83%. Kemudian dengan data dev diperoleh nilai akurasi LAS 81.1% dan
UAS 83.7%, serta kecepatan parsing sebesar 98 kalimat per detik (sent/s).

Kata Kunci: Parsing, dependency parser, transition-based dependency parsing.
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I. INTRODUCTION

IN recent years, parsing has become very popular within the scope of NLP (Natural Language Process-
ing) with the presence of Dependency Parser [9]. Parsing is an important step in several applications

that involve document analysis, such as knowledge extraction, question answering, summarization, or
filtering [1]. In general, NLP uses the results obtained from parsing to be the basis for further processing,
and accuracy in parsing will increase system accuracy [10]. Dependency parsing is an approach used to
carry out automatic syntactic analysis of natural languages inspired by dependency grammar. The main
purpose of dependency parsing is to perform dependency structure analysis automatically from a given
input sentence [9].

Lots of previous research has produced parser, such as PCFG Parser [7], Malt Parser [13], Arabic Parser
[4], Chinese Parser [14], and others. However, almost all existing Dependency Parser do classifications
based on millions of sparse indicator features. This feature is not only bad in drawing conclusions, but
also significantly limits the speed of parsing so that the resulting parsing is not optimal. To overcome
these problems, changing the use of sparse features becomes dense features. Using dense features can
effectively reduce sparsity between words, and get a good starting point for building word features and
their interactions [2]. In this study, the authors used the Artificial Neural Network classification method
in the Transition-Based Dependency Parser to make parsing decisions. The Artificial Neural Network
classification method only studies and uses a small number of dense features, so this method can work
quickly and concisely. This method can also learn POS (Part of Speech) Tagging, and Dependency
Relations. In doing parsing, the writer uses Dependency Parser which applies the Artificial Neural
Network method based on previous research, namely A Fast and Accurate Dependency Parser using
Neural Networks [2]. The aim of this research is to produce a quick and concise classification, both in
terms of accuracy of the LAS (Labeled Attachment Score) and UAS (Unlabelled Attachment Score) and
the parsing speed by using the Transition-Based Dependency Parser.

Inputs from the system are Arabic, Chinese, English, and Indonesian datasets using CONLL format
which has been separated into 3 sections based on PTB3 standard separator rules, namely train, dev, and
test. The output from the system is the LAS and UAS values and the parsing speed obtained from the
parsing results with Dependency Parser. Parsing is done using the python programming language. The
purpose of this study was to parse using 2 hyperparameters in Arabic, Chinese, English, and Indonesian
datasets, then calculate the accuracy values of LAS and UAS and the parsing speed generated by the
Transition-Based Dependency Parser.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Dependency Parsing

Parsing is an important step in several applications that involve document analysis, such as knowledge
extraction, question answering, summarization, or filtering [1]. In general, NLP uses the results obtained
from parsing to be the basis for further processing, and accuracy in parsing will increase system accuracy
[10]. Dependency parsing is an approach used to carry out automatic syntactic analysis of natural
languages inspired by dependency grammar. The main purpose of dependency parsing is to perform
dependency structure analysis automatically from a given input sentence [9]. Dependency parsing has 2
methods, namely data-driven dependency parsing and grammar-based parsing. There are 2 classes in data-
driven dependency parsing including transition-based dependency parsing and graph-based dependency
parsing.

Transition-based dependency parsing or commonly called shift-reduce dependency parsing aims to build
an optimal transition sequence for input sentences and be converted to dependency graphs. Graph-based
dependency parsing or commonly called maximum spanning tree parsing aims to search for dependency
parsing through possible tree spaces for sentences by maximizing the score [6]. In this study, the author
used transition-based dependency parsing to do the parsing.
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B. Transition-Based Dependency Parsing

Transition-based dependency parsing is one of the methods of data-driven dependency parsing which
aims to predict the order of the transition from initial configuration to several terminal configurations to
obtain the results of parsing in the form of dependency trees [2], as shown in Fig 1. In this study, the
authors used the arc-standard system [12]. The arc-standard system is one of the most popular transition
systems used today, this system has 3 types of transitions [6]:

• LEFT-ARC: States the head-dependent relationship between the word at the top of the stack and
the word directly below it, delete the word that is lower than the stack.

• RIGHT-ARC: States the head-dependent relationship between the second word in the stack and the
word above, delete the word at the top of the stack.

• SHIFT: Remove the word from the front of the input buffer and push it to the stack.

Figure 1. An example of transition-based dependency parsing. a: the desired dependency tree, b: an intermediate configuration, c:
a transition sequence of the arc-standard system.

Figure 2 is an example of a feature template taken from previous research [2]. In that study, it
was explained that the features in Figure 2 had several problems, namely sparsity, incompleteness [8],
expensive feature computation [5]. In this study the authors only focus on issues related to sparsity. By
using the Artificial Neural Network classification method, it can learn and use a small number of dense
features instead of sparse features.

Figure 2. The feature templates used for analysis. lc1(si) and rc1(si) denote the leftmost and rightmost children of si, w denotes
word, t denotes POS tagging.
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C. Artificial Neural Network

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) is a classification method that copy the working principle of the
human neural network. This method maps input data at the input layer to the target at the output layer
through neurons in the hidden layer [11]. In this Final Project, the author uses the Artificial Neural
Networks classification method to do parsing using Dependency Parser. This method works to study the
dense vector representation of words, POS tagging, and dependency relations. Figure 3 is an example of
the Artificial Neural Network method architecture taken from previous research [2].

Figure 3. Artificial Neural Network architecture

In the Artificial Neural Network classification method there are 3 layers, namely the Input Layer,
Hidden Layer, and the Output Layer or Softmax Layer. At the input layer, element selection is based
on the Stack and Buffer positions for each type of information in the form of words, POS tagging, and
arc labels. Each information is given a notation as Sw, St, and Sl. Appropriate embeddings of selected
information will be added to the input layer. In the figure, ROOT shows POS or word and NULL indicates
there is no correct feature value that can be calculated [15].

From the input layer then will enter the hidden layer, in this final project the hidden layer is used
for testing which amounts to 1 and 5 consisting of each Relu unit. Each unit in the hidden layer is
connected to the previous layer. After that will enter the output layer or softmax layer, this layer is the
outermost layer or output layer on the Artificial Neural Network. Softmax functions to convert numbers
into probabilities that add up to one, wherein each information will be added to the value of one [2].

D. Evaluation Metrics

Dependency Parser evaluation is done by measuring how good the parser works on the test set.
Therefore, the most common evaluation metrics suitable for evaluating Dependency Parsers are the
accuracy of the LAS (Labelled Attachment Score) and the UAS (Unlabelled Attachment Score). LAS
(Labelled Attachment Score) is an evaluation metric that labels words appropriately and has correct
dependency relationships between words. UAS (Unlabelled Attachment Score) is an evaluation metric
that labels words appropriately but ignores existing dependency relations [6].

In addition to the LAS and UAS accuracy values, the authors also use parsing speed as one of the
evaluation metrics. Parsing speed is used to measure the time needed by the system to parse using the
Artificial Neural Network classification method. While the LAS and UAS accuracy values were obtained
after parsing by finding the best accuracy values from the data train and data dev on each Arabic, Chinese,
English, and Indonesian dataset.
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III. RESEARCH METHOD

A. System Description

The system built in this paper aims to produce a fast and concise classification, both in terms of
accuracy and parsing speed, by calculating the value of LAS and UAS on each dataset obtained from
parsing results using Dependency Parser. A general description of the system to be built in this paper
can be seen in Fig 4.

Figure 4. General Description of the System

B. Dataset

The dataset used in this paper is Arabic, Chinese, English, and Indonesian from the Universal De-
pendency website [3] using the CONLL format. The dataset is divided into 3 parts, namely train, dev,
and test based on PTB3 standard separator rules, for training using sections 2-21, development uses
section 22, and section 23 as a test set. This dataset will be used as input from the system. The use
of 4 different datasets aims to see the performance of the parser if tested in various types of languages
that have different characteristics and grammar. In previous studies it was said that grammar in every
language can significantly affect the performance of parsing [4].

Table I is a data statistic from the dataset that will be used in this study, where there is the amount of
data that has been separated into a train, dev, and test, the total number of words available, the number
of POS tagging, the number of dependency relations, and the total of each dataset.

Table I
DATA TEST INPUT

Dataset #Train #Dev #Test #Word(Nw) #POS(Nt) #Label(Nl)
Arabic 590,819 73,945 74,125 738,889 16 24

Chinese 110,058 10,094 10,562 130,714 13 39
English 204,585 25,148 25,096 254,829 17 49

Indonesian 97,531 12,612 11,780 121,923 16 31
Total 1,002,993 121,799 109,783 1,246,355 62 143

C. Pre-processing

Pre-processing is the stage carried out to process documents or data, this is done to ensure the dataset
is ready for processing. This study used a dataset that has been separated into 3 parts, namely train, dev,
and test, based on PTB3 standard separator rules.

1) Word Embeddings: At this stage, every word in the entire dataset will be converted into a vector
consisting of a collection of numbers with word embeddings. In this study the word embeddings used are
word2vec. This aims to make it easier to do parsing later. In the Artificial Neural Network classification
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method, word embeddings occur in the configuration to the input layer, where elements are selected
based on the position of the Stack and Buffer for each type of information in the form of words, POS
tagging, and arc labels.

2) Parsing: After that parsing is done using 2 different hyperparameters. In the Artificial Neural
Network classification method, parsing occurs in the hidden layer where testing is performed using
hidden layers totaling 1 and 5 consisting of each Relu unit connected to the previous layer. Then it will
enter the softmax layer where every information in the form of words, POS taggging, and arc labels will
be added to the value of one which will be the output of the Artificial Neural Network classification.
When parsing is done, the system will automatically calculate the speed of the parser which will then
be displayed if the parsing has finished.

D. Training

At the training stage, each test data and dev data will be calculated LAS and UAS accuracy values for
every 10 epochs. Every 1 epoch of LAS and UAS values will automatically compared to the previous
epoch, if the current LAS and UAS value is greater than before, then the current LAS and UAS value
will be automatically set to the best value until training completion.

E. Testing

After completing the training, it will proceed with the testing phase. At this stage, the best LAS and
UAS values for each test data and dev data obtained from the previous training results will be displayed
as the output of the system.

F. Evaluation

The presentation of results should be simple and straightforward. This section reports the most important
findings, including the results of statistical analysis as appropriate and comparisons to other research
results. Results given in figures should not be repeated in tables. This is where the author should explain
in words what he/she/they discovered in the research. It should be laid out and in a logical sequence.
This section should be supported by suitable references.

Testing is done using the python programming language that aims to obtain the value of LAS and
UAS from each dataset. The dataset used is Arabic, Chinese, English, and Indonesian obtained from
the Universal Dependency website [3], the total number of words in the dataset is 1,246,355. The test
results obtained from 2 different hyperparameters can be seen in Table II, the first hyperparameter based
on research that has been done before, [2] and the second hyperparameter is a new parameter that the
authors made to be used as a comparison in testing.

Table II
THE HYPERPARAMETER USED FOR TESTING

Hyperparameter First Second
Learning Rate 0.001 0.001
Hidden Layer 1 5

Hidden Layer Size 200 500
Epoch 10 10

l2 Regularization 10e−8 10e−8

Activation Function Relu Relu
Optimizer Adam Adam

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

From the tests that have been carried out using the first hyperparameter the results can be seen in Table
III, and the results of tests conducted using the second hyperparameter can be seen in Table IV. In both
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tables, it can be seen that the tests conducted with the second hyperparameter obtain higher results than
the first hyperparameter. As in the English dataset, the first hyperparameter in the test data obtained LAS
79.9% and UAS 82.4%, and with dev data obtained LAS values of 81.2% and UAS 83.8%, and parsing
speed of 86 sentences per second. The second hyperparameter in the test data obtained LAS 80.4% and
UAS 83%, and with dev data obtained LAS values 81.1% and UAS 83.7%, and parsing speed of 98
sentences per second.

Table III
RESULT USING THE FIRST HYPERPARAMETER

Dataset Test Dev Parsing Speed
LAS UAS LAS UAS

Arabic 73.0 78.3 73.2 78.8 71
Chinese 64.6 72.8 68.5 75.3 74
English 79.9 82.4 81.2 83.8 86

Indonesian 73.0 78.6 71.3 77.1 87

Based on the LAS and UAS accuracy values obtained from test and dev data, higher results are obtained
using the second hyperparameter than the first hyperparameter. There are differences in the value of the
first and second hyperparameters, namely the number of hidden layers and hidden layer sizes. In the first
hyperparameter, there are 1 hidden layer and 200 hidden layer sizes, while in the second hyperparameter
there are 5 hidden layers and 500 hidden layer sizes. This proves that the more hidden layers, the better
the results of accuracy and parsing speed.

Table IV
RESULT USING THE SECOND HYPERPARAMETER

Dataset Test Dev Parsing Speed
LAS UAS LAS UAS

Arabic 73.5 78.8 73.6 79.0 79
Chinese 66.5 74.9 68.7 75.6 71
English 80.4 83.0 81.1 83.7 98

Indonesian 74.2 79.9 72.7 78.5 83

V. CONCLUSION

In this study, testing using the second hyperparameter resulted in an accuracy of LAS and UAS as well
as a higher parsing speed than the first hyperparameter. This proves that the more hidden layers, the better
the results of accuracy and parsing speed. Further research is expected to use more datasets. The use
of different hyperparameters can also be done for parsing. Testing on the Transition-Based Dependency
Parser can use other Neural Network methods such as RNN.
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